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ENSEIGNEMENT SECONDAIRE TECHNIQUE 

Cycle inférieur 

 

8e et 9e 

ANGLAIS Classes de 8e et de 9e 

 
Nombre minimal de devoirs : 2 / 2 / 2 
Langue véhiculaire : / 
 

1. Introduction 

This document provides the framework for the general approach that should be adopted in 8e 

and 9e. It defines the standards that the students should reach in accordance with the Com-

mon European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). 

The basic standard (“socle”) corresponds to the CEFR level A2. The CEFR lists the abilities of 

the basic user at A2 level as follows: 

“Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of most immediate rele-

vance (e.g. very basic personal and family information, shopping, local geography, employment). Can 

communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of information on 

familiar and routine matters. Can describe in simple terms aspects of his/her background, immediate 

environment and matters in areas of immediate need.” (CEFR, p.24) 

The target standard corresponds to the CEFR level A2+. A2+ builds on A2, with more active 

participation in conversation and significantly more ability to sustain monologues. Written 

texts should demonstrate a more developed lexis and a wider range of grammatical features. 

In terms of receptive skills, the learner, in an attempt to become an independent language 

user, is expected to have assimilated several elements from CEFR level B1, most notably the 

ability to understand longer, slightly more complex texts or conversations with satisfactory 

comprehension. 

The two standards are distinct in so far as the target standard comprises elements/descriptors 

that take the students into a lower B1 level of the CEFR. The distinctions between the descrip-

tors for the two levels are shown in bold. 
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8PO and 9PO 

Generally speaking, students in 8PO and 9PO work towards an A2 level over the course of two 

years. They are expected to reach the basic standard at the end of 9PO. 

8TE and 9TE 

Students in 8TE are expected to reach the basic standard at the end of 8e. They then start 

working within B1 in 9TE. The target standard in this document describes the requirements for 

the successful completion of a 9TE. 

8STP and 9STP 

Generally speaking, students in “PROCI” classes are expected to reach the basic standard at 

the end of 8e. Those who do then start working within B1 in 9e (“cours avancé”), while those 

who don’t continue working towards an A2 level (“cours de base”). The target standard in this 

document describes the requirements for the successful completion of a 9STP “cours avancé”, 

while the basic standard would be the minimum required for a 9STP “cours de base”. 

2. Course books 

Course books which are graded according to the CEFR clearly deal with the topics that should 

be addressed over the course of the two years, so the choice of materials both for teaching 

and testing should not prove too difficult. 

Students in 8PO and 9PO follow an Elementary course over the course of two years. In most 

cases the same course book is used in 8e and 9e. 

Students in 8TE follow an Elementary course. They then move on to a Pre-Intermediate course 

in 9TE. 

 

The English department of each school should decide which titles from the official list of 

course books they want to use for the different levels. Furthermore, the departments should 

also determine the units which are to be covered in the course of each year. 

Target	standard

8e 9e

Basic	standard Elementary

Elementary Pre-Intermediate
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3. Descriptors 

3.1. Descriptors for listening 
The following descriptors refer to the competence which consists in perceiving and processing 

spoken English language. 

Possible listening activities at school include: 

 listening to the teacher; 

 listening to classmates; 

 listening to custom-made ELT resource materials (public announcements, recorded mono-

logues and conversations); 

 listening to the media (radio, TV, songs, films). 

The type of processing required might involve: 

 listening for gist; 

 listening for main ideas; 

 listening for supporting ideas; 

 listening for specific information; 

 listening for detailed understanding. 

basic standard target standard 

Can follow speech which is slow and carefully 

articulated with pauses for the listener to 

assimilate meaning. 

Can follow speech which is slow and carefully 

articulated. 

Can understand phrases and expressions re-

lated to areas of most immediate priority (e.g. 

basic personal and family information, shop-

ping, local geography, employment) provided 

speech is clearly and slowly articulated. 

Can understand phrases and expressions re-

lated to areas of most immediate priority (e.g. 

personal and family information, shopping, 

local geography, employment) provided 

speech is clearly and slowly articulated. 

Can understand the main points of clear stan-

dard speech on familiar matters regularly en-

countered in work, school, leisure etc. 

 

Can understand the main points of standard 

speech on familiar matters regularly encoun-

tered in work, school, leisure etc., including 

short narratives. 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 

around them. 

Can identify the topic of discussion around 

them. 

Can catch the main point in short, clear, sim-

ple messages and announcements. 

Can catch the main point in messages and 

announcements. 

Can understand simple directions on how to 

get from X to Y, on foot or by public transport. 

Can understand directions on how to get from 

X to Y, on foot or by public transport. 

Can understand numbers (0-1,000), prices 

and times. 

Can understand numbers, prices and times. 
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Can understand and extract the essential in-

formation from short, recorded passages 

dealing with predictable everyday matters, 

which are delivered slowly and clearly. 

Can understand and extract the essential in-

formation from recorded passages dealing 

with predictable everyday matters. 

Can guess the meaning of occasional un-

known words from the context in which they 

are used. 

Can guess the meaning of occasional un-

known words from the context in which they 

are used. 

 Can identify the main point of TV programmes 

(news items, reports, interviews) portraying 

events, accidents etc. 

 Can understand straightforward factual in-

formation about common everyday or job 

related topics, identifying both general mes-

sages and specific details, provided speech is 

clearly articulated in a generally familiar ac-

cent. 

 

3.2. Descriptors for reading 
The following descriptors refer to the competence which consists in perceiving and processing 

written English language. 

At this level possible reading activities at school include: 

 reading custom-made ELT materials (course books, graded readers, other ELT resources); 

 reading instructions (instructions on how to do a task, e.g. ‘fill in the gaps’); 

 using reference works (dictionaries, grammar books, etc.); 

 reading short authentic texts or song lyrics. 

Please note that the degree of difficulty of the task should compensate for the degree of diffi-

culty of the reading material. A more difficult text can be used provided the task that the stu-

dents have to complete is adapted to the required level of achievement. Thus, the CEFR levels 

indicated on graded readers merely provide an indication of the degree of difficulty of the text, 

but the teacher is not limited to the level that matches the target level for reading mentioned 

above/below. Hence it is up to the teacher to decide on the degree of difficulty of the texts, 

graded readers, etc. and to adapt the tasks to the targeted levels of achievement. 

The type of processing required might involve: 

 reading for gist; 

 reading for main ideas; 

 reading for supporting ideas; 

 reading for specific information; 

 reading for detailed understanding. 
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basic standard target standard 

Can understand simple instructions and regu-

lations. 

Can understand instructions and regulations. 

Can understand short, simple texts (letters, e-

mails, etc.). 

Can read straightforward factual or argumen-

tative texts on familiar subjects with a satis-

factory level of comprehension. 

Can identify precise information (reading for 

detail). 

Can search a longer text (or several shorter 

ones) to locate specific information needed to 

complete a task (reading for detail). 

Can understand simplified readers at A2 or 

A2+ level.1 

Can understand simplified readers at B1 

level.2 

Can guess the meaning of unknown words or 

phrases from the context and/or by referring 

to other languages they understand provided 

the context is familiar. 

Can guess the meaning of unknown words or 

phrases from the context and/or by referring 

to other languages they understand provided 

the context is familiar. 

Can understand the description of events, 

feelings and wishes in personal letters. 

Can understand the description of events, 

feelings and wishes in personal letters. 

 

3.3. Descriptors for speaking 
The following descriptors refer to both oral production and spoken interaction. 

At this level possible speaking activities include: 

 describing people, places, daily routines and events, likes/dislikes, using simple sentences; 

 describing and reacting to visual prompts (pictures, photos, etc.); 

 interacting with the teacher and with classmates using simple sentences; 

 playing speaking games; 

 doing role plays. 

It is important to remember that lengthy presentations in front of the whole class can be 

stressful and inhibit fluency. The time allotted for presentations should therefore be increased 

gradually. Moreover, teachers should remember that activities such as games or role plays can 

initiate students into more complex speaking situations, remove inhibitions and foster their 

skills at interacting with each other. 

basic standard target standard 

Can describe people, objects, living or work-

ing conditions, daily routines, likes/dislikes, 

etc. as a short series of simple phrases and 

sentences organised as a list. 

Can describe and compare people, objects, 

living or working conditions, daily routines, 

likes/dislikes, etc. as a series of phrases and 

sentences. 

                                                           
 
1
 A2 or A2+ levels correspond to stage 3 of the Penguin Readers or Oxford Bookworms collections. 

2
 B1 level corresponds to stage 4 of the Penguin Readers or Oxford Bookworms collections. 
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Can talk about past and present events and 

states. 

Can talk about past and present events and 

states as well as recent activities. 

Can talk about plans for the future. Can talk about plans for the future and make 

predictions or spontaneous offers. 

Can handle everyday exchanges, particularly 

in classroom situations (ask for repetition and 

clarification, etc.). 

Can handle everyday exchanges, particularly 

in classroom situations (ask for repetition and 

clarification, etc.). 

Can ask for simple directions and instructions, 

e.g. explain how to get somewhere. 

Can give and ask for simple directions and 

instructions, e.g. explain how to get some-

where. 

Can ask for and provide personal information. Can ask for and provide personal information. 

Can ask and answer simple questions on fa-

miliar topics. 

Can ask and answer questions on familiar top-

ics. 

Can communicate in simple and routine tasks 

requiring a simple and direct exchange of in-

formation (e.g. in a restaurant, at the station, 

at a shop, etc.). 

Can communicate in routine tasks requiring a 

direct exchange of information (e.g. in a res-

taurant, at the station, at a shop, etc.). 

Can generally be understood, although some 

effort might be required. 

Can generally be understood. 

 

3.4. Descriptors for writing 
The following descriptors refer to written production. 

At this level possible writing activities include: 

 guided writing using (visual) prompts; 

 describing people, places, daily routines and events, likes/dislikes, using simple sentences; 

 writing notes, postcards, personal letters, e-mails, etc. ; 

 producing simple creative and imaginative texts (stories, narratives, ...). 

basic standard target standard 

Can write simple sentences linked with ‘and’, 

‘but’, ‘because’, ‘or’. 

 

Can write simple sentences linked with ‘and’, 

‘but’, ‘because’, ‘or’, ‘first ... then’, ‘before’, 

‘after’, ‘when’, ‘while’. 

Can describe people, objects, living or work-

ing conditions, daily routines, likes/dislikes, 

etc. as a short series of simple sentences or-

ganised as a list. 

Can describe and compare people, objects, 

living or working conditions, daily routines, 

likes/dislikes, etc. as a series of sentences. 

Can write very simple informal letters, e-mails 

and postcards providing personal information, 

etc. 

Can write simple informal as well as more 

formal letters, e-mails and postcards provid-

ing personal information, etc. 

Can write about past and present events and 

states. 

Can write about past and present events and 

states as well as recent activities. 
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Can write about plans for the future. Can write about plans for the future and 

make predictions or spontaneous offers. 

Can write short, simple stories about real or 

imagined events. 

Can write simple stories about real or imag-

ined events. 

Can express themselves comprehensibly. Can express themselves with a reasonable 

degree of accuracy. 

 

 

 

4. A note on Use of English 

The following grammatical aspects should be taught according to the standards, and their cor-

rect usage should be considered in both speaking and writing activities. Specific language exer-

cises are assessed within the Writing & Use of English category (see ‘Assessment’ on p.9). 

grammatical aspect 
basic 
standard 

target 
standard 

The present   
present simple (states & habits) ✓ ✓ 
present continuous   
• present actions ✓ ✓ 
• future meaning  ✓ 
• descriptions ✓ ✓ 
present perfect (recent & unfinished past actions with clear time 
indications) 

 ✓ 

The past   
past simple (past events & states) ✓ ✓ 
past continuous (parallel past actions, continuous past actions, 
past actions interrupted by sudden, short actions) 

 ✓ 

The future   

going to (future plans) ✓ ✓ 

‘will’ future (offers, general predictions, spontaneous decisions)  ✓ 

The imperative ✓ ✓ 

The passive voice   

 past simple  ✓ 

 present simple  ✓ 

 ‘will’ future  ✓ 

Present participle to describe activities ✓ ✓ 

Modal verbs   

• can ✓ ✓ 

• could ✓ ✓ 

• should ✓ ✓ 

• must ✓ ✓ 

• mustn’t  ✓ 
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Linking words   

• and, but, because, or ✓ ✓ 

• first … then, before, after, when, while  ✓ 

Question words ✓ ✓ 

Countable and uncountable nouns ✓ ✓ 

Genitive ✓ ✓ 

Pronouns   

• subject ✓ ✓ 

• object ✓ ✓ 

• possessive ✓ ✓ 

• demonstrative (this, that, these, those) ✓ ✓ 

• relative (who, which, that) ✓ ✓ 

• indefinite (somebody, something, etc.) ✓ ✓ 

Articles   

• definite (the)  ✓ ✓ 

• indefinite (a, an, some, any) ✓ ✓ 

Adjectives   

• possessive ✓ ✓ 

• demonstrative (this, that, these, those) ✓ ✓ 

• numbers (cardinal and ordinal) ✓ ✓ 

• quantitative   

 > some, any, much, many, a lot of, every, all ✓ ✓ 

 > (a) few, (a) little  ✓ 

• comparison (comparatives & superlatives)  ✓ 

• participles as adjectives  ✓ 

Adverbs   

• frequency ✓ ✓ 

• degree   

 > very, too ✓ ✓ 

 > enough, quite  ✓ 

• manner (quickly, carefully, etc.)  ✓ 

Prepositions   

• place ✓ ✓ 

• time ✓ ✓ 

• movement ✓ ✓ 
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5. Assessment 

Pupils are supposed to do a minimum of 2 tests (out of 60) per term. These tests can be sub-

divided into several smaller tests for pedagogical and/or organisational reasons. 

All four skills as well as Use of English will have to be assessed. However, in view of the limited 

number of weekly lessons, and to offer teachers more flexibility, teachers are not required to 

assess all four skills each and every term. They should adhere to the following guidelines and 

weighting: 

 Writing and Use of English have to be assessed each term. They account for 50% of the 

overall mark. Please note that the assessment of this category should not be based solely on 

gap-filling exercises. 

 The remaining three skills have to be assessed during two out of three terms. This means 

that two out of the three skills make up the remaining 50% of the overall mark each term. 

The following example should serve to clarify matters: 

 Writing & 

Use of English Reading Speaking Listening 

Term 1 50% 25% not tested 25% 

Term 2 50% not tested 25% 25% 

Term 3 50% 25% 25% not tested 

 

Teachers should try to assess the various skills separately. Particularly at lower levels they 

should avoid mixing the skills when assessing. 

To assess each skill effectively, at least three tasks that focus on different descriptors should be 

used. 

5.1. Marking receptive skills and Use of English 
The degree of difficulty is designed in a way that pupils have to get about 70% of the answers 

right to reach pass level (i.e. 30 out of 60). 

Thus, if the number of difficulties corresponds to the number of total marks, 1.5 marks are 

withdrawn per wrong or omitted answer. Such a 1:1.5 ratio discourages pupils from merely 

guessing the answers. 

Note: Please remember that when assessing receptive skills, the focus is not on grammar and spelling. 

5.2. Marking productive skills 
The following grids provide some general indications regarding the assessment of the individ-

ual tasks. The more specific expectations are determined by the tasks, which are based on ac-

tivities practised in class. The grids can be used at different levels since the tasks can vary in 
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terms of their complexity. It goes without saying that the task should be appropriate for the 

standards outlined in the syllabus.  

Only the expected performance level is described. The extent to which the student surpasses 

or falls short of the expected performance is at the teacher’s discretion. 

The overall assessment is based on the various criteria included in the marking grids. 
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